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C A M I L L E  C H A P R O N
Event management
27 years

Address
5 rue Denfert Rochereau
72600 Mamers FRANCE Contact 

ca.chapron@gmail.com
+33 (0)6 72 83 22 81
camille chapron (Skype)

February - December 2016
Project Coordinator
Coordination of  Climate Chance, global Summit for all 
non-state actors involved in the fight against climate change.
La Cité, Nantes Events Center, France

11
months

P R O F E S S I O N A L  E X P E R I E N C E S

February - October 2015
Project Coordinator
Coordination of  Nantes Digital Week, Greenweek and 
K•nopée, events specialised in digital and environment.
La Cité, Nantes Events Center, France

09
months

June - November 2014
Assistant Cultural project manager 
(Internship)
Coordination of  les Utopiales, international science 
fiction festival. 
La Cité, Nantes Events Center, France

06
months

December - April 2014
Assistant Artistic coordination 
(Internship)
Organisation of  la Biennale Musiques en Scène, 
musical creation festival
GRAME (cultural creation center), Lyon, France

05
months

August 2013
Assistant Project Coordinator 
(Internship)
Coordination of Belles Latinas, latin american festival. 
Espace Latinos Association, Lyon, France

01
month

September 2012 - December 2013
Events management (volunteer)
Coordination of  events promoting Latin america and 
international students welcoming. 
Arriba Do Sul & Melting Science Pot Associations, 
Lyon, France

15
months

E D U C A T I O N

September 2010 - June 2014
Master degree in International Cultural 
Exchanges
Project and cultural management & Latin America specializa-
tion (academic exchange in Argentina and Bachelor Degree). 
Political Sciences Institute (IEP), Lyon, France

2008 - 2010 
Classes Préparatoires aux Grandes Écoles
Le Havre & Nantes, France

2007
Scientific High School Diploma with honors 
Mamers, France



S K I L L S

Administrative monitoring

Stakeholders management

Conception and project management

English

Spanish

Languages

Portuguese & Italian

Office softwares

Adobe (Photoshop, Indesign)

IT

Mailjet

Community animation

Event engineering

Web contents (Wordpress, Drupal)

Coordination & Logistics

Ocean orchestra and mixed choir member 
Music Conservatory, Nantes, France

Volunteering during cultural events : HIP OPSession 
and Spanish cinema festival
Nantes, France

P E R S O N A L  I N T E R E S T S

Music

Europe, latin America, Middle East

Travelling

Badminton, Running, Boxing

Sports



Dear Madam, dear Sir,

Mrs Camille Chapron worked in our compagny as a project coordinator from February 4th 2015 to 
December 31st 2016. Her misson was to help coordinate Nantes Digital Week, Greenweek, K·nopée 
and Climate Chance Summit.

All along, we really appreciated her autonomy, her proactivity, her level of requirements as well as 
his efficiency in her work, which have contributed to make those events successful.

The whole team and I were entirely satisfied by her reliability and the level of trust she showed in 
all her tasks.

We have no doubt in her commitment, her professional and social kilss, and we highly recommend 
her services. We are convinced that she can be a significant asset for your company.

We are at your disposal if you need further details.

Best regards,  

La Cité, Nantes Events Center, 
5, rue de Valmy
BP24102
44041 NANTES Cedex 1

Nantes, December, 31st 2016

La Cité Nantes Events Center - Reference letter Camille Chapron - 31/12/2016
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A new summit dedicated to 
concrete action

As global summit, Climate Chance 
aims to become a regular event for all 
non-state actors involved in the fight 

against climate change.
The challenge is to remove traditional 
barriers between Major Groups (UNO 
classification) to achieve a worldwide 

inclusive dialogue.
Local authorities, associations, trade 
unions, scientific organisations and ci-
tizens are invited to this meeting, which 
should enable a picture to be drawn of  
the state of  action worldwide, exchanges 
to take place to explore in depth the suc-
cesses and difficulties, to promote the 
pooling of  experience and innovations, 
and to highlight the opportunities that 

arise from this resolute fight against 
climate change. 

C L I M AT E  C H A N C E

A focal point for meetings
On the exhibition marketing, businesses, 
organisations, associations and actor 
networks present their skills, know-how 

and initiatives. 
The Nantes Initiatives Lab was a place 
for dialogue between local and interna-
tional civil societies, the labo did present 
regional best practices that can inspire 

other international projects. 
Photography exhibitions were settled 
and depicted civil society’s actions in 

images.
The musical group Bravery in Bat-
tle presented his cinema-concert The 
House We Live In, visual and musi-
cal creation which questions our links to 

the world and nature.

Event eco-design
The organisation team is committed to 
implementing an organisation that takes 
into account societal and environmental 

concerns.
Visual displays reflects these concerns: 
it is a superb tool for mediation and 
experimentation related to the topic of  
climate. Bringing together skills, coope-
ration and collaborative working are all 
part of  Nantes’ DNA: this should be 
promoted by the visual display team and 
visible during the event. Raising awa-

reness among the general public, the mo-
bilisation of  local partners, and support 
from non-profit organisations and eco-
nomic stakeholders can all contribute to 
fighting against the all-pervasive effects 

of  climate change.

Target(s):
non-state actors 

Sponsor(s):
Nantes Métropole (local authority)
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731 international partici-
pants

1 global ecoconception 
methodology

6 plenary sessions

75 workshops

Tasks:

In charge of  registration, invitations 
and files management 
   - choice of  the technical team (Tech 
Event)
   - specifications writing
   - tests and registration platforms 
follow-up
   - onsite implementation (with high 
security issues clarified belatedly)
   - files and invitations follow-up 

Exhibition marketing follow-up 
   - focal point with sale team (Optidev 
consultant)
   - communication supports conception 
(with a designer)
   - onsite implementation
   - exhibitors welcoming 

Ecoresponsability approach coordina-
tion 
   - Close collaboration with consulting 
firm Terra21 concerning 
 management of  the summit’s 
carbon footprint and carbon compensa-
tion for the event
 accessibility for all to the event
 «zero waste» catering
 resource management with a 
circular-economy approach
 responsible communication
 mobilisation of  civil society, 
including training, around the summit 
(for youth in particular)

Convivial gathering entertainment 
follow-up

Communication 
   - translation needs follow-up
   - website conception and updating

Management 
   - internship tutor (for 3 months)

Skills gained:

Event engineering 
   - taming of  a new and diverse 
international ecosystem and a UNO 
classification unknown until then (Ma-
jor Groups)
   - active involvement in the life cycle 
of  an international project, with politi-
cal issues at different scales
   - ability to adapt strengthened by the 
complex governance 
   - interface function between stakehol-
ders (client, intern and extern technical 
interlocutors)
   - autonomy reinforced by complete 
follow-up of  diverse files (administra-
tive and fiscal), with weekly reports to 
the project manager
   - establishment of  new work metho-
dologies
   - stress management, within a tense 
security environment  

Management 
   - internship tutor

3000 participants
registered on 3 plateforms

40 exhibitors

Key figures: 

«More debates, more ideas confrontation 
for more action, case studies which lead 

to concret changes !»
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Green business for humanity
Professional event, labeled COP21 and 
part of  Greenweek program, K·nopée is 
the scene to conceive the XXIst century, 
its economical patterns, technological 

and behavioural solutions.

A strategic bias: innovation 
and rupture

To answer to XXth century models, are 
advocated : not the partition but rather 

worlds confrontation (economical, 
political, civic) ; not a speech about 

the facts (the challenges) but rather the 
identification of  effective answers, easy 

to duplicate ; not a formal presen-
tation but rather interaction between 
the participants ; not the solemn and 

anonymous event but rather working on 
the friendliness of  the event itself.

K · N O P É E

Whether it be collaborative, circular, 
inspired by the nature, a «new eco-
nomy» is emerging. K·nopée wants 

to put men and women who conceive 
answers under the spotlight, in order 
to build a more respectful world of  

ecological issues, and resolutely oriented 
towards the human.  

A collaborative approach
A lot of  workshops were organised 
before the event in order to draw the 
contours, define the concept, address 
different formats and potential spea-
kers, from november 2014 to april 
2015, breaking with the traditional 
programme committee. Local partici-

pants were involved from the beginning 
to construct the event (15 workshops 

before the manifestation).

The coconstruction approach is an 
extended process, which requires a 

professional frame. 
Despite the support of  designers, 

experts in ideas and concepts model-
ling, some propositions did not achieve. 

For instance, the notion of  reversed 
exhibition, which aimed to coconstruct 
exhibition solutions rather than make 
formated offer, did not mature enough 

for this first edition. 

Target(s):
Professionnals: companies of  all 

sizes, investors, local representatives, 
economical networks 

Sponsor(s):
Nantes Métropole and région des 

Pays de la Loire (local authorities)
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Tasks:

Programme coordination in close colla-
boration with consulting firm CitizenT

International speakers follow-up 
   - initial contact
   - communication and presentation 
data collection
   - logistics (transport, accommodation 
and catering)
   - personalized roadmap redaction 
   - physical welcoming, with of  a 
welcoming pack presentation

Focal point with demonstrators, present 
on the demo exhibition
   - initial contact 
   - registration form redaction and 
dispatch 
   - physical welcoming

Communication contents management 
   - printed programme proofreading
   - website updating

Assistantship
   - workshops organisation and parti-
cipation 
   - files management

Skills gained:

Event engineering 
   - programme follow-up, until spea-
kers physical welcoming
   -  interface function between speakers 
and technical team
   - ability to adapt strengthened by the 
collaborative approach of  the event
   -  ability to organise reinforced by the 
logistical aspects (for workshops, like 
transport, accommodation and catering)
   - responsabilities increased concer-
ning demonstrators follow-up

Communication 
   - editorial quality reinforced
   - website management (updating)
   - invitations dispatch follow-up

«A crossroad positioning and a long-
term vision interesting»

Key figures: 

13 workshops

1 Youtube channel 
created, with 68 videos 
online

17 demonstrators

637 participants

1 event built collectively
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Greenweek is an event week, made of  
the sum of  the manifestations dealing 
with Green issues proposed by local and 
regional actors. This event week aims 
to become a regular event for actors of  
the ecological transition, to «show and 
experiment emerging technologies and 

uses».

A committed territory
The events selected for that first edition 
illustrate the appetite of  the local and 
regional ecosystem for sustainable deve-
lopment issues, a concern at the core of  

developement politics of  the territory.
European Green Capital in 2013, 
President of  Eurocities, the network 
of  130 major European metropolitan 
areas, climate spokesman for the Cités 
et Gouvenement locaux unis (CGLU) 
network, Nantes is a recognised city for 

G R E E N W E E K

the ecology and energy transition.

A meeting crossroad around 
Green issues

This manifestation aims to highlight 
sustainable innovations in order to 
answer to current economical, ecologi-

cal, energetical and societal issues.
The philosophy of  the manifestation is 
to consider that answers to transitions 
are and will be the outcomes of  colla-
boration and crosses between experts, 
professionals, associations and users. 
During five days, no less than 62 events 
have emphasized the concern about eco-
logical and energetical transition. Those 
events were disseminated in the whole 
regional territory, and most of  them 

were exclusively for professionnals. 

The gathering of  a community: 
unify to better innove

Greenweek creation was the occasion to 
mobilise and unify a disparate and com-

posite ecosystem. 
With les Matinales, five essential mee-
tings for the ecosystem, actors have been 
rallied to make collective event proposi-
tion and in this way, participate in the 
collective thinking to bring solutions for 

tomorrow’s world.

Target(s):
Mixed (professionnals & general 

public)
Sponsor(s):

Nantes Métropole and région des Pays 
de la Loire (local authorities)
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Tasks:

Contributions coordination and mana-
gement
   - contributions receipt
   - proposals harmonisation
   - programme editorial line elabora-
tion

Community contact and animation
   - initial contact after the contribution 
approval
   - focal point for logistical and com-
munication issues
   - Matinales meetings organisation 
and communication

Communication contents management 
   - printed programme rewriting, har-
monisation and proofreading
   - website conception and updating
   - community management (Facebook 
and Twitter) 

Assistantship
   - meetings organisation and partici-
pation 
   - full reports writing 
   - files management

Skills gained:

Event engineering 
   - taming with a new local ecosystem, 
made of  public and private entities
   - interpersonal skills developed with 
contributions and community anima-
tion 
   - contributors data base management 

Communication 
   - editorial quality reinforced
   - website management 
   - community management

Key figures: 

62 events  
58 project leaders

«Greenweek is the opportunity to 
highlight actors of  the sustainable de-
velopement to the general public. It rein-
forces bonds between the actors involved 

in that endeavour».

23142 participants

1  manifestation built 
collectively

1 community created
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Digital cultures meeting !
With a dynamic ecosystem and labe-
lised French Tech, Nantes Métropole 
is a digital stronghold in Europe. Since 
2014, it is all the city which resonates 
at the digital beat for 10 days during 

Nantes Digital Week. 

An inclusive and rallying mani-
festation 

Nantes Digital Week is the expression 
of  Nantes digital boiling and its appe-
tite for hybridization, unexpected crosses 
with researchers, artists, startups, indus-
tries, associations, collective groups and 

citizens on the field.

This manifestation aims to bring to-
gether more and more local actors, sprea-
ding in all municipalities of  the metro-
polis and the neighbourhoods, propose 

N A N T E S  D I G I T A L  W E E K

major events, share citizens, experts and 
young people encounters... In sum, em-
body and make visible the plurality and 
the density of  what actors of  Nantes 
metropolis are imagining, creating and 

achieving in digital field. 

A coconstructed program
A call to contributions is released each 
edition and aims to allow the co-
construction process of  the program. 
Digital actors are encouraged to imagine 
an event in collaboration with others, 

creating this way fruitful exchanges. 

All the actors are mobilized during the 
year, throughout discussions and mee-
tings which punctuate the project and 
enable to : construct a direct and special 
contact with new actors – present their 
event, and sometimes to join another 

project – know the funding possibilities 
according to their needs – to be aware 
of  communication elements (programme 
and social networks especially) and the 

schedule. 

2017 edition goes further reinforcing 
collaboration dynamics : only the events 
proposed by at least 2 different actors 
would make part of  the program. Coo-
peration workshops would be organised 

to support this collective approach.

Target(s):
Researchers, artists, startups, indus-

tries, associations, citizens ...
Sponsor(s):

Nantes Métropole
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Tasks:

Contributions coordination and mana-
gement
   - contributions receipt
   - proposals harmonisation
   - programme editorial line elabora-
tion

Community contact and animation
   - initial contact after the contribution 
approval
   - focal point for logistical and com-
munication issues
   - contributors meetings organisation 
and communication

Communication contents management 
   - printed programme rewriting, har-
monisation and proofreading
   - website conception and updating
    
Assistantship
   - meetings organisation and partici-
pation 
   - full reports writing 
   - files management

Skills gained:

Event engineering 
   - taming with a new dynamic local 
ecosystem, made of  public and private 
entities
   - interpersonal skills developed with 
contributions and community anima-
tion 
   - contributors data base management 

Communication 
   - editorial quality reinforced
   - website management 

27 countries represented

4 international scientific 
symposiums 

Key figures: 

103 events and
87 project leaders

1 manifestation built 
collectively

98400 participants

1 community created
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Les Utopiales, Jules Verne’s 
legacy

Since its creation, in 2000, Les Uto-
piales, The Nantes International 
Science Fiction Festival, has tried, as 
its objective, to offer works of  quality 
to the greatest number of  people, and to 
enable them to discover the world of  fu-
turology, of  new technologies and of  the 
fantastic. The festival aims to approach 
a neophyte public in order to raise avare-
ness that, under the guise of  dream and 
evasion, science fiction is a powerful 

educational tool to explore reality. 
In 2014, as every year, while treating 
the yearly developments in the world of  
science fiction, the festival did develop 

the theme of  intelligence(s). 

L E S  U T O P I A L E S

A multidisciplinary festival
The literary and the scientific fields, 
fundamental to the festival, welcome 
numerous international guests. They 
will come together for lectures, debates or 
the autograph sessions which punctuate 

the festival.
In the aisles of  the festival, public can 

discover artistic and scientific 
exhibitions.

The cinema universe is rich, with the 
desire to show still more talents from all 

over the world. 
And finally, the festival will of  course 
give the public the opportunity to re-
discover role playing, video games, a 
programme for young people, evening 
events, and also the Asian pole, with the 

Manga Tan day and its Cosplay.

Target(s):
General public

No sponsor
(intern cultural production)

A public plebiscite
Probably the largest European event for 
the science fiction field, 2016 edition 

gathers more than 82000 visitors.

Beyond the multidisciplinary aspect of  
the festival and its theme, this very large 
affluence is also justified by the presence 

of  a bookstore. 
Containing more than 25000 books, the 
largest one in Europe, this area is a real 
living place, punctuated by the signing 

sessions of  the international writers.
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Created over 25 year ago, La 
Cité Nantes Events Center has 
made a name for itself  among 
the top French convention 
centres.

As an economic and cultural tool 
of  global exposure, it is home to 
the most stunning French and 
global events and actively contri-
butes to the reputation, attrac-
tiveness and development of  the 
region.

Tasks:

Programme coordination in close colla-
boration with the artistic delegate

International guests follow-up
   - initial contact
   - communication data collection
   - logistics (transport, accommodation 
and catering)
   - personalised roadmap redaction 
   - physical welcoming, with of  a 
welcoming pack presentation

Coordination of  the volunteers in 
charge of  the guests welcoming during 
the festival

Website updating (Drupal)

Audience relationship follow-up 
   - management and analysis of  the 
satisfaction survey

Skills gained:

Event engineering
   - coordination skill reinforced by 
the daily follow-up and update of  the 
programme changes
   - interpersonal skills developed with 
the logistical responsabilities for all the 
guests of  the festival 
   - construction and analysis methodo-
logy of  a satisfaction survey

Communication
   - website management (Drupal)

Management 
   - dozens of  volunteers referent

Key figures: 

A host venue, events produc-
tor: 

65000 participants
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A contemporary creation 
festival

Grame, center of  musical creation, has 
presented since 1992 “Musiques en 
Scène”, a multidisciplinary event based 
on the creation of  music. With an at-
tentive interest towards the development 
of  new creation tools and string instru-
ments connected to computer devices, the 
Biennale Musiques en Scène reports the 
zones of  disturbances and approaches 

in between the artistic territories. 

A credo: the multidisciplinary
La Biennale Musiques en Scène 2014 
was wearing the tokens of  numerous 
departitioning in relation between music 
and other artistic fields (theatre, dance, 
plastic arts...) in order to avoid the fron-
tal relation to the concert and the public 

passivity. 

B I E N N A L E  M U S I Q U E S  E N  S C È N E

Thus, during almost 4 weeks, it was 
possible to go to listen to an opera or 
musical theatre, to participate in a mul-
timedia show, or to experiment visual 

and sound of  artistic installations. 
This willingness of  dialogue between 
the different artistic fields was perfectly 
embodied by Heiner Goebbels, the in-
vited artist, and the theme, «Cloud com-

puting» .

… and the participative
Beyond the crosses between different 
artistic practices, the 2014 edition ori-
ginality was based on propositions of  
participative concerts and mediation, 
which did receive the support of  a large 

majority.
Indeed, with contemporary creation, it 
is all the relationship with the public 
which reinvents itself, advocating mul-

tiple interactions rather than mere liste-
ning.

Through propositions like smartphones 
show or « Jardin des Songes » instal-
lation, it is a real involvement the artist 
requires from the public (who is no lon-
ger to consider like a single spectator). 

The single sound experiment that the 
concert did propose seems to be overwhel-
med: image and music, both have their 
importance and function in the current 

musical creation.

Target(s):
Amateur public and professionals

Sponsor(s):
Intern production
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Tasks:

Artistic production and coordination
   - focal point for artists
   - contracts writing
   - booking and purchase of  transport 
and accommodation (logistics)
   - roadmaps writing
   - physical welcoming and support
   - schedule coordination and welco-
ming of  Heiner Goebbels, the invited 
artist 

Implementation and follow-up of  edu-
cational and mediation activities
   - liaison with local libraries to 
install information points during the 
festival
   - conception, writing and layout of  
Prix des enfants (creation)
   - liaison and registration follow-up 
of  schools for Prix des enfants

Attendance during festival highlights

Skills gained:

Artistic production
   - management of  artistic production 
tools (contract, roadmap)

Event engineering 
   - autonomy reinforced by logistics 
management
   - coordination skill reinforced by
 schedule coordination of  the 
invited artist during a month
 interface function between 
technical team, artists and administra-
tive team
 educational activities fol-
low-up in order to conceive a complete 
and coherent path for children
   - interpersonal skills developed with 
contact and multiple reminders in order 
to find participants to educational 
activities
   
Communication
   - editorial expertise strengthened 
(presentation support for educational 
activities writing and Prix des enfants)
   - InDesign tool management 

Founded by Pierre-Alain Jaffren-
nou and James Giroudon in 1982, 
Grame is now one of  six constituent 
centres in the network of  national 
centres of  musical creation, a label 
created by the Ministry in 1997.

The primary mission of  Grame is 
to allow for the conception and rea-
lization of  new works, ensure their 
influence and dissemination, and 
contribute to scientific and musical 
research whilst building the necessa-
ry bridges between innovation and 
the public.

600 artists

Key figures: 

A musical creation centre:

98400 participants
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